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Abstract— For the evaluation of the effectiveness of the brake system, most countries have a system of technical review. The test of brake inspection is done on a machine called brake tester. This checkpoint is uncomfortable for the user and it consumes some time of inspection that results in longer waiting time. To minimize this problem arises in this article a methodology to predict, in a large number of occasions, the result of the inspection of the braking system without having to resort to testing inspection by brake tester.

The methodology is based on an exhaustive inspection data processing as well as validation of other checkpoints already exist in reviewing ITV consisting primarily of the visual inspection of the vehicle. This electronic document is a “live” template. The various components of your paper [title, text, heads, etc.] are already defined on the style sheet, as illustrated by the portions given in this document. (Abstract)
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1. Introduction (Heading 1)

The Vehicle Inspection (ITV) is perceived by citizens as a means of helping to maintain the safety of your vehicle, and therefore has an implicit social acceptance. There are studies that scientifically and objectively manifest that provides the ITV contribution to road safety.

There are regulations covering the four phases of the life of the vehicle: the design, manufacture, service life and withdrawal from circulation. The specific type approval legislation defines the characteristics required of a vehicle design to be accepted. Once the vehicle is in circulation, it is necessary to ensure that, despite the degradation caused by time and use, the cars continue to maintain adequate technical features that allow safe use. The vehicle inspection is the most common method used by various countries ensures that vehicles on their roads meet adequate standards of conservation.

The technical inspection consists of two distinct parts; visual inspection and mechanical inspection. The visual inspection carried out by the technician, includes a large number of revised points, these points are supplemented by mechanical inspection, doing an exhaustive review of vehicle.

There is evidence that technical failures vehicles contribute decisively to traffic accidents: the 6% of all automobile accidents should, representing 2,000 deaths annually and a much larger number of injured.[1]

Thirty tree percent of the rejections car [2] in technical inspections are produced by basic safety defects related to the brakes, tires or suspensions, according to a study by the Real Automóvil Club de España [3] and the concessionaire of ITV in Spain, Atisae. From a sample of 153,000 vehicles, 30,000 cars were rejected, representing 19 percent of all vehicles tested. The percentage of vehicles that fail the ITV on first inspection is 15 percent, while in the review of the ten years, the percentage is 24 percent. The main serious defects that lead to rejections in the ITV are exhaust and emissions systems, with 24 percent, defects in the lighting system, with 23 percent, axles, wheels, tires and suspension (22 percent) and poor brakes, accounts for 11 percent. Under this percentage of rejections third is it attributable to passenger cars, leaving the rest to commercial vehicles. Other studies show similar results and shows that, on average, each vehicle is rejected 1.59 detect defects that prevent their circulation due to violations related to safety or to the environment.

Since the passenger vehicles are involved in a greater percentage of injury accidents, in Spain it has analyzed the status of those involved in such accidents. It is observed in a study [4] the percentage due to deterioration of the braking system decreases over the years but very discreetly. In the study it is that traffic accidents are also attributable to other defects detected in ITV and the age of vehicles.

We must mention here that the brake test, along with the detection of gaps, is the most aggressive vehicle. However there is no reason to suggest that any vehicle system is deteriorating for this reason. But it is reasonable to conclude that, as a quasi-dynamic test, there are many physical variables involved in the process, being complex quantification braking efforts. Also a large extent it involved how to stop the driver.

The parameters obtained from the brake tester that may be cause for rejection of the brake system are the brake efficiency (EC.3) ovality (EC.2) and braking force imbalance between wheels on the same axle (Ec .1). These variables are calculated based:

\[
D(\%) = \frac{f_{\text{mix}} - f_{\text{min}}}{f_{\text{mix}}} \times 100
\]  

(1)

\[
d(\%) = \frac{f_{\text{mix}} - f_{\text{min}}}{f_{\text{mix}}} \times 100
\]  

(2)
\[
E(\%) = \frac{F}{(2Ma \cdot g)} \cdot 100
\]

(3)

II. Objectives

The aim of this article is to have a methodology to reliably predict the brake efficiency of a vehicle, without the use of brake tester, thereby saving time inspection without reducing the quality of the same. In addition, it saves the vehicle owner to suffer unnecessary effort, both in the tire, as in the braking system itself, or direction.

It is assumed that the vehicle is well maintained by the user and that before the test brake tester (to be replaced by the methodology described here), has successfully overcome previous checkpoints on ITV. In conventional periodic inspection, it is inspected prior to the brake system; there are other points that indicate whether the vehicle is able to overcome this final test. Among them are possible leaks in the hydraulic circuit system, brake fluid, deficiencies in the tire, etc.

It should be clarified that the nomenclature of "vehicle inspection" is equivalent to "vehicular review."

III. Methodology

The methodology proposed in this article is based on the experience of the authors in the area of technical inspection ITV, based on the results of over 20 years of implementation of the ITV in Spain.

It is assumed that for a well-maintained by the user and once past a previous point in ITV vehicle inspection, you can anticipate the result of the test on brake tester, adhesion previously knowing it presents for each type of vehicle. Generally, the most important parameter involved in brake tester adhesion is the coefficient of adhesion which this presents against the mass of the vehicle itself. It must be seen in the expression above exposed of the braking efficiency, the mass of the vehicle is compared with full braking force, so it follows that there is a direct relationship between the brake efficiency and grip available, existing in the brake tester during such test.

We must distinguish between passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Each needs a kind of brake tester. Although it is increasingly common use of universal brake testers that allow inspect the brake system of both types. It is stressed here the validity of the methodology if the tyre (for example) is in good working order. Or the brake system disk or drums, actuated by hydraulic or pneumatic system, are also in perfect condition. Generally, these two cases are inspected visually.

To implant this methodology are compiled data from numerous inspections of vehicles. It information collected contains weight, measured braking force axis and efficiency calculated. Importantly, trying to determine the effectiveness of braking, not the efficiency of the brake system and you can follow without stopping the vehicle reach a minimum level of braking forces. Each Administration establishes minimum criteria from which the vehicle is rejected in the brake test. In all European countries it is common and set passenger vehicles for a minimum of 50% efficiency and 45% for heavy vehicles.[5]

Firstly break tester adhesion in question (EC.4) is determined by discriminating according to the vehicle mass. Thus, according to the mass and for the same brake tester, adhesions obtained may differ. To this end we start from a sample of 11,000 vehicles.

\[
\mu = \frac{F_{\text{rem}}}{\eta_{\text{p}}}
\]

Obviously, assuming brake tester roughness it is constant maintained for an estimated period of 6 months (time that matches the calibration equipment) adhesion will be the same for each braking test.

Known adhesion of brake tester and calculated for a given mass range vehicle, the methodology is to visual inspection the previous checkpoints mentioned above. If it is the favorable result, the vehicle mass is multiplied by the employee adherence obtained in the segment established weights, obtaining full braking force. Therefore it is decided whether the inspection is favorable or not

A. Prediction Model Of Braking Effectiveness

In addition to the parameters that affect the braking efficiency mentioned above, there are others that also affect the determination of this value. May be mentioned the tire inflation pressure (pressure below normal mean inflated tire greater resistance to friction so alter the outcome). This significantly increases the fuel consumption and makes the tire wears unevenly, shortening their lifespan. Excessive friction ends up generate safety risks as a potential blowout. The number of kilometers traveled by the vehicle (and seniority) and even the make and model also decisively affect the final result.

In line with this point it is worth quoting a report by the company Dekra in 2015 about the reliability of passenger cars [6]. Dekra is a German management services used Vehicles Company, and industrial inspection certification and has an international network of more than 35,000 stations ITV. In the report, Dekra analyzes a sample of 5,000,000 cars, grouped into more than 450 models of passenger cars, all-terrain vehicles and commercial vehicles. All of them have more than 4 years old and an average mileage of 100,000 km. A first conclusion of the report is that thinning statistical data can be used when deducting the future operation of an automotive vehicle correct or not, based on antiquity the make and model. Should this be a parameter to be added in the future to our study. In addition, a car that is of high cost is not synonymous with it the most reliable. For example, a Mazda 3 costs 25,000 euros and is more robust than a Porsche Cayenne.
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This report concludes that what most affects the proper functioning of this system is the use of cars in urban circuit or its own weight. As an example, some data failure rates found in some vehicles are shown by make and model, Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modelo</th>
<th>% de averías</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes Clase A (2013-2019)</td>
<td>0,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes Clase B (2012-2019)</td>
<td>0,4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Juke (2010-2019)</td>
<td>3,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevrolet Orlando (2011-2015)</td>
<td>3,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volkswagen Up! (2011-2019)</td>
<td>3,4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Countryman (2010-2019)</td>
<td>3,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dacia Sandero (2012-2019)</td>
<td>8,4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfa Romeo Giulietta (2010-2019)</td>
<td>8,5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To develop the methodology, it is part of a population of real data on ITV, a total of 11,000 vehicles, passenger cars and industrial vehicles. Each of the following data is obtained:

- Mass at the time of the review (kg)
- Wheel braking forces (N) obtained in the brake tester.

The collected data were obtained on a line of universal inspection, so it serves both passenger cars and for trucks. As the line along which heavy vehicles are inspected often, data were obtained vehicles whose weights are between the stretch of 2,000 kg and 19,000 kg. This segment contains the segment heavier passenger cars (including vans) and the entire segment of heavy vehicles. It notes that there are few units in the sample of the heaviest vehicles (18 to 19 tons), as they are much less numerous. For treatment of the data has been divided into nine intervals range of 2,000 kg each, thus facilitating the study of the behavior of vehicles on brake tester according to their weight.

Although the starting knowledge weight of each vehicle axle, when brake tester to testing, inspection stations recorded the braking force and the total weight, but not the weight value of each necessary axle. To solve this we assume that the tire grip-set brake tester is similar to the front and rear axles. The weight distribution is calculated as follows (Ec.5 y Ec.6):

\[ M_t = \frac{F_{tf} \cdot M_{Total}}{F_{df} + F_{tf}} \]  
\[ \text{Where,} \]
\[ M_{Total}: \text{total vehicle mass} \]
\[ M_t: \text{gravitating mass on the rear axle} \]
\[ M_d: \text{gravitating mass on the front axle} \]
\[ F_{tf}: \text{braking force on the rear axle} \]
\[ F_{df}: \text{braking force on the front axle} \]

Also:
\[ M_d = M_{Total} - M_t \]  

To follow the methodology proposed here, it is now determined the adhesion utilized of each of the inspections carried out in each vehicle, dividing the braking force of each axis as the weight that weighs on him. Obviously it will be the same for each of the vehicle's axles. It should be noted here that the available unused adhesion between a tire and the road now responds to the ratio calculated. For a given contact rule is verified "greater weight to more grip and vice versa". In each of the sections of selected mass is calculated by the average value per tranche of the adhesion utilized, Fig. 3.

The Fig. 3 represents the useful mass adhering section. Should be noted that, since the roughness characteristics of the universal brake tester used in the study are good, this remains practically constant over the entire range of vehicles checked. Only significant decreases for heavier way, because usually tend to go to ITV with little load, resulting ineffectiveness of your brake system.

To discriminate this situation an average value of adhesion is adopted useful sections of mass 2000 kg. So we have different values of this parameter.

The combination of vehicles the following values are obtained,

In Table 2 is established of the rows, the average vehicle weight of each mass range, the adhesion utilized calculated.
for each interval (shown in Fig. 3) and the mean total braking force of the vehicle wheels as in brake tester. Multiplying the weight of each vehicle by the useful adhesion and taking the average of all vehicles segment, the total braking force based on the estimated \( \mu \) used by section is obtained. Finally, the last column shows the relative error between the measured forces on the brake tester and calculated according to this model. In Fig. 4 is shown in this graph. We calculated the correlation between the two functions, and its value of 0.99999. Therefore it can be seen that both curves are very similar. This means that the initial proposal on the objectives of this article will be successful.

![Fig. 4: Evolution force measured and calculated. The abscissa and ordinate mass braking forces as depicted and calculated](image)

The idea of choosing sections, when calculating the useful adhesion is necessary because the technical review does not require taking the vehicle fully loaded. The variability of the load that each user has in his vehicle is very important. Especially in commercial vehicles, which usually come at half load or fully downloaded, for convenience of transporter. Therefore, more section is subdivided more accurate will be prediction model proposed here. To confirm this divisions below the first tranche of charge between 2000 and 4000 kg (Table 3 y Fig. 5). In all other sections the behavior is similar. The same goes for each of the axes.

### Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval (2000-4000)</th>
<th>Peso Delantero (N)</th>
<th>Adherencia Promedio (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Fuerzas Medidas, Delantero (N)</th>
<th>Fuerzas Calculadas, Delantero (N)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-2500</td>
<td>1586.0176</td>
<td>0.76077787</td>
<td>109.10</td>
<td>107.11</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250-2750</td>
<td>1576.2160</td>
<td>0.79037029</td>
<td>113.80</td>
<td>113.84</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2750-3250</td>
<td>1388.2588</td>
<td>0.72375313</td>
<td>100.97</td>
<td>100.47</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3250-3750</td>
<td>1577.9151</td>
<td>0.73176909</td>
<td>111.82</td>
<td>111.59</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3750-4250</td>
<td>1455.0113</td>
<td>0.71206910</td>
<td>104.52</td>
<td>105.61</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4250-4750</td>
<td>1296.8843</td>
<td>0.73051727</td>
<td>137.94</td>
<td>147.81</td>
<td>1.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4750-5250</td>
<td>1778.3174</td>
<td>0.74515651</td>
<td>132.46</td>
<td>135.55</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5250-5750</td>
<td>1768.7816</td>
<td>0.70773827</td>
<td>123.05</td>
<td>125.19</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5750-6250</td>
<td>1555.4210</td>
<td>0.59350292</td>
<td>115.58</td>
<td>115.11</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6250-6750</td>
<td>1845.0123</td>
<td>0.62543582</td>
<td>117.86</td>
<td>120.05</td>
<td>2.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Evolution force measured and calculated front axle (section between 2000 y 4000 kg).

The proposed methodology is finally this: once maintained and calibrated line revision ITV, is set for a six-month period the service brake tester adherence by sections 2000 kg mass of vehicles. When a particular car comes to ITV and once proven levels of brake circuit, this presents no leak and that the tires are in good condition, is what characterizes mass range is the said vehicle. Sheet of the masses of the front and rear axles are known. They are multiplied by the coefficient of adhesion medium used in that section in question, thereby calculating respective braking forces. The addition of all gives full braking force that should match a small mistake with that obtained directly brake tester.

### IV. Conclusions

Analyzed above, it can be concluded that the hypothesis that it is possible to predict the braking force of a vehicle is shown. This prediction is based on a thorough knowledge of the state of the brake tester ITV. Therefore a system for predicting the braking efficiency of the inspection process ITV (Vehicle Revision) to replace real test with brake tester is proposed. This inspection times and unnecessary wear on the tire and the brake system of the vehicle itself are saved. Results of the testing of the methodology follows that drags a relatively small error.

### V. Future works

Remains to be done in situ experimental tests that help refine the final result of the methodology presented. Of them should get experimentally know the goodness of the methodology. Given the characteristics of the vehicular review in which the vehicle is described as fit or unfit, we are in a statistically random and binomial case, because the end result is a 0 or a 1. Therefore it needs the Pearson \( \chi^2 \) for statistical studies in depth. As is known, the Pearson's \( \chi^2 \) test is a nonparametric test that measures the discrepancy between observed and theoretical distribution proposed by our methodology which shows the goodness of it.
\[
\chi^2 = \sum \frac{(\text{observed}_i - \text{theoretical}_i)^2}{\text{theoretical}_i}
\]

The higher the value of \( \chi^2 \), less plausible is that the hypothesis is correct. The same way, the more it approaches zero the value of \( \chi^2 \), are both tighter distributions.
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